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Csomag neve: com.mxtech.ffmpeg.v7_neon Verzió: 1.10.50 (1120) Fájlméret: 7.8 MB Frissítve: április 6, 2020 Minimális Android verzió: Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich, API 14) MD5: 8d3f243d80c7a21f3f3f4edcdb96ea4e72 SHA1: 7758d32c28ca0b1547b2f1f05 d64ea24113c25a2 Verzió: 1.7.37Verziós kód: 1170000083Csomag:
com.mxtech.videoplayer.ad 11.86 MB (12.431.947 byte) Android 2.3+ ARM7 fájlkivonat (MD5): d2d5cc49186133fb7274125bdcdd74cf fájl aláírás (SHA1): 42588B092F7DCED6F1E29C1E9F7537353EF06461 Engedélyek (7)
ACCESS_NETWORK_STATEACCESS_WIFI_STATEINTERNETWRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGESYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOWKILL_BACKGROUND_PROCESSESREAD_EXTERNAL_STORAGE feltöltött 2015/17/02 az MX Media &amp; Entertainment (korábban J2 Interactive) Figyelmeztetés észlelt: 0Report url Video Players &amp; Editors GooglePlay
Now Watch böngészés közben! Introducing picture-in-picture mode (Android 8+), which allows you to continue watching local videos even when outside the app. For Indian users:- Don't use whatsapp status downloader often? Dismiss easily &amp; access again on the ME tab.- Experience World Cup live cricket scores.- Preview Trailers of the original shows
without opening the player.- We worked the night to save you that extra data when streaming live content. We've brought you a hint of joy for the app experience. You'll feel the change! Pip and Chromecast are on their way :) For Indian users: We've added an update to the watch experience. Drop your favorite online videos on the big screen with your
Chromecast device. The Music section has a whole new look! More improvisations: - Want an easy way to filter download videos? You can do it now. - The file size of downloads is now optimized to take up less storage space. We've heard and are happy to introduce Equalizer to your favorite player. Additional improvisations:- Hotkeys can now be
customized.- The media list is updated correctly after modifications.- Some cleaning behind the curtains to reduce storage space.- Problems with fast scrolling on TVs and playback speed on some LG devices. For Indian users:- Want to stream more with limited data plan? There is a new data saver mode here for you.- The player now remembers the quality
settings. * Finding the scrolling too slow when going through hundreds of files/folders? We have some good news. now scroll quickly to anywhere in the list.* Now the media list screen responds better to your touches even if you download files in the background. Our Indian users:* Wish you could change the audio language of the TV show? You can do it now.
Enjoy your favorite Turkish shows in Hindi.* Did you like a video or did you find problems with one of these? Let us know your feedback on feedback, reporting Through. Local player* We've applied a new toner layer to the MX.* We now see a larger thumbnail grid view.* We've improved thumbnail caching and load loading Videos. For Indian users, Big Reveal
is here?* Online streaming: Best in class for TV shows, web series, movies and much more at your fingertips. * MX Originals: Don't expect any more, the original shows meet all your entertainment needs!* Music: Now enjoy unlimited access to your favorite Bollywood, regional and international hits. New: Dark theme is back for India users to keep their eyes
cool! [Location: Tab Me -&gt; dark theme] New: Common file actions are at your fingertips with the new More menu for local files. New: New: New Content Settings is the new content settings on the Me tab to access the content of your interest. Fixed: Background playback issues on recent versions. Fixed: Quality switching issues on the online player. Fixed:
Navigation bar problems with dark themes. * New: Support for additional codecs* Fixed: Background plays issues in newer android versions * Other minor bug fixes and performance improvements * Get the most common action done with ease with new quick links * Improved subtitle search and download to reduce openSubtitle.org problems * More
appropriate errors due to playback errors network problems * Restore language settingsFixes:* Manual language selection does not work well with newer android versions * MediaList screen layout issues rtl languages * MX Player not listed as an option on Open With* Background Playback failwhen MX was previously killed by system * Get the most common
action done with the new quick shortcuts* Improved subtitle search and download to reduce openSubtitle.org issues* More appropriate errors will be shown on playback failures due to network issues* Restored the language setting options* Fixed: Manual language selection doesn't work well on newer versions android* Fixed* : MediaList screen layout
problems rtl languages * Fixed: MX Player is not included as an option in Open with * Fixed volume control questions in silent mode * Shows correct error, if playback fails because of network problems * Fixed volume control problems with Meizu devices * Solution android 8.1 redundant rotation * Optimized the app for faster startup * Improved target API 26 for
better security and performance * Fixed NTFS storage problems NVIDIA Shield &amp; MI BOX 3 android 8.0* Recorded analyze some specific videos of HW+ &amp; SW decoders* Fixed blank screen problem in split screen mode, when the screen is locked -&gt; open * Fixed problems loading some external PGS subtitles * Fixed orientation &amp; button
selection problems on GDPR, Welcome screens 1.9.23Update to meet GDPR &amp; Other Privacy Protection laws1.9.21-1.9.22Fixed: Various crashes in recent versions1.9.20Fixed: Player not included in Google Play some TV boxes * Basic support pls playlists * Automatic reconnection of network streams if playback fails before the end of the stream* Fix
network errors* Fixed: MX does not fail some TS and MPG files * Fixed: Crashes caused by accessibility services on the opensubtitles.org login screen * Fix: Quick shortcut shift to close * Grace, check in-app changelog for a complete list of changes * Support external PGS subtitles (*.sup)H264 &amp; HEVC 10bit videos can be forced tried HW &amp; HW +
decodersOption set in the corner shifted to handle curved screen issuesOption manually select the background notificationOption in the set of sets of color subtitle textBug Fixes: Audio bouncing aac_latm sv-svobsub (idx / sub) subtitles not renderedHW + &amp; SW doesn't play some h.264 videosN won't run android os 1.9.15• Fixed: Brightness can't be
reduced to the lowest brightness of the system.• Improved brightness scaling algorithm to smoother low screen brightness conditions.• Fix some ANRs x86 devices.• Fix some CRASHes on x86 devices.• Fix some crashes. 1.9.15• Fixed: Brightness cannot be reduced to the lowest brightness of the system.• Improved brightness scaling algorithm that will be
smoother to match the low brightness of the screen.• Some ANRs have been fixed on x86 devices.• Some crashes have been fixed. 1.9.15• Fixed: Brightness cannot be reduced to the lowest brightness of the system.• Improved brightness scaling algorithm that will be smoother to match the low brightness of the screen.• Some ANRs have been fixed on x86
devices.• Some crashes have been fixed. 1.9.11• Hi10p Hardware acceleration is now enabled for RK3399 devices• Possibility to prefer audio transmission, when possible• Opus audio gallery to work out due to poor muxing (Menu &gt; Audio &gt; Fix broken sound)• Fixed: Zoom &amp; Pan problems with custom zoom• Fixed: In some cases, playback starts
automatically because the headset is turned off• Fixed: Incorrect error messages if playback fails due to network error• Recorded: Network stream closes, when it comes to background • Improvements in HEVC 12-bit playback• Fixed some startup crashes • Fixed, some media scanner-related crashes• Fixed pinch zoom issue that affects aspect ratio• Fixed
some previous/Next button issue• Fixed a rare blank video playback issue with HW+• Fixed permission request issue• Fixed some SSA subtitle issues• TV mode option is now hidden on non-TVs with touch screens to avoid accidental brightness/volume gesture problems 1.9.0 ~ 1.9.3• Support hd HD HD hd transmission of Audio codecs• Support for external
audio track• FFMPEG library updated• More valuable zoom and stretching• Media scanning and speed improvement Keyboard shortcut to change speed (Ctrl + UP/DOWN)• Fixed background playback problems• Fixed media retrieving external storage issues• Fixed some HW+ product combinations• Fixed 1.9.x crash• Fixed sound when switched to
background• Fixed some HW+ issues with bug fixes for HEVC/VP9 codecs. Added a one under Settings &gt; Sound, to select an action on the connected headset. Bugfixes. You've added an option to select the action on the headset that's disconnected under settings &gt; sound. 1.9.7 ~ 1.9.8.: Playback error in some local m3u playlists• Fixed: Empty space
at the top of medialist screen • Improved: Not smooth HW + playback of certain videos on android 7.x (No smoothness of HW Decoder can not be fixed because it is broken by android too)• Fixed: Background game always continues despite make settings• Fixed: AVI files start randomly in position• Fixed: Black screen in split mode• Fixed: : Playback error in
some local m3u playlists• Fixed: Empty space at the top of medialist screen - Remove full-format ads - Remove full-format Ads - Reduced resource consumption- Improved performance stability - Error fixed - Reduced resource consumption- Improved performance-setting- Fixed error - Fix: Optimized app launch time- Bug fixed 1.8.9 - 1.8.10- Added AV-sync
menu [Play screen → menu → audio]. This can be used to disable AV-sync if the sound stutters continuously.1.8.8- Bug fixes.1.8.7- Alternative HW + decoder for Android 5.0 and above, which will be automatically used on Android 7, HTC devices and CyanogenMod. For other devices, you can manually activate the [Settings → Set-→ Alternative HW+
Decoder].- Supports the multi-window version of Android 7.0. And much more. 1.8.9- Added AV-sync menu [Play screen → menu → Audio]. This can be used to disable AV-sync if the sound stutters continuously.1.8.8- Bug fixes.1.8.7- Alternative HW + decoder for Android 5.0 and above, which will be automatically used on Android 7, HTC devices and
CyanogenMod. For other devices, you can manually activate the [Settings → Set-→ Alternative HW+ Decoder].- Supports the multi-window version of Android 7.0. And much more. 1.8.8- Bug fixes.1.8.7 - Added alternative HW + decoder for Android 5.0 and above, which can be used automatically on Android 7, HTC devices and CyanogenMod. For other
devices, you can manually activate [Settings → set-top → alternative HW+ decoder]- Supports Android 7.0 multi-window.- Added an option to play video without display in [Play i do-→ menu → display → video]. 1.8.5 - 1.8.6- Bug fixes.1.8.4- Added swipe/pull down interface refreshing media library. (Update method can be changed to [Settings → list→ update
method])- Added an option for unattended Android TV with [Settings → Player → Suppress error message].- Fixed MX Player Pro not running on Android 7.- Other error and improvements. 1.8.5- Bug fixes.1.8.4- Added swipe/pull down interface refreshing media library. (Update method can be changed from [Settings → list → update method])- Added an
option for unattended Android TV with [Settings → Player → Suppresses error message].- Fixed MX Player Pro not running on Android 7.- Other bug fixes and improvements. Bugfixes. You've added an option to select the action on the headset that's disconnected under settings &gt; sound. High-performance video player with advanced hardware acceleration
and subtitle support.a) HARDWARE acceleration - Hardware acceleration can be applied to multiple videos using the new HW+ decoder.b) Multi-CORE DECODING - MX Player is the first Android video player to support multi-core decoding. The test results have proven that multi-core device performance is up to 70% better than the one-core devices.c)
CSIppentés for zooming, zooming in and panning - Pinch and swipe the screen to zoom in and out easily. Zoom and Pan are also available option.d) SUBTITLE GESTURES - Scroll forward/backward to move to the next/previous text, Up/down to move text up and down, Zoom in/out to change text size.e) MX FILE SHARING - Fast transfer files without mobile
data usage. Share music, Share videos, share files.f) KIDS LOCK - Keep your kids entertained without having to worry about making calls or touching other apps. Subtitle formats:- DVD, DVB, SSA/*ASS* subtitle tracks.- SubStation Alpha(.ssa/.*ass*) with full styling.- SAMI(.smi) with Ruby tag support.- SubRip(.srt)- MicroDVD(.sub)- VobSub(.sub/.idx)-
SubViewer2.0(.sub)- - MPL2(.mpl)- TMPlayer(.txt)- Teletext- PJS(.pjs)- WebVTT(.vtt)******Permission Details:------------------------ READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE is required to read your media files in your primary &amp; WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE * LOCATION permission is required to help find nearby friends for file transfers.* NETWORK and WIFI
permissions are required to get the network status which is required for various activities like license checking, update checking etc. Wifi connection is also used for faster file transfer. * Bluetooth permission is required to improve AV sync when a Bluetooth headset is connected and you can create connections to transfer files.* CAMERA permission is required
to check QR code for file transfer.* Internet streaming requires INTERNET.* VIBRATE is required to control vibration feedback.* WAKE_LOCK required to prevent your phone from accessing your phone. sleep while watching any video.* To stop MX Player services used in background playback * DISABLE_KEYGUARD necessary to temporarily prevent a
secure screen lock if you are using Kids Lock.* If you are using Kids Lock, SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW is required to block some keys when using Kids Lock.* DRAW DRAW DRAW Other applications are required to block system buttons if input blocking is activated on the playback screen.******If the package file is facing an invalid error, please reinstall it
from the product website ( ******If you have any questions, please visit the Facebook page or XDA MX Player forum. //forum.xda-developers.com/apps/mx-playerSome screens of Elephants Dreams are allowed in Creative Commons Atbuttriion 2.5. (c) copyright 2006, Blender Foundation / Netherlands Media Art Institute / www.elephantsdream.orgSome of the
screens of the Big Buck Bunny are licensed for Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported. (c) copyright 2008, Blender Foundation / www.bigbuckbunny.org www.bigbuckbunny.org
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